Planning and control of vertical dimension in Le Fort I osteotomies.
Depending on the different anatomy of the soft and hard tissues, concavity or convexity of the face, measurements of inferior or superior repositioning of the maxilla may be less predictable when using only the osteotomy site for this calculation. A more reliable method would be to measure the distance from a bone mark in the forehead to the incisor edges. This method has been practiced by our clinic during the past five years. The method is thought to offer a more accurate estimation of the position of the upper anterior teeth in relation to the lip, although one must anticipate a certain degree of postoperative relapse especially concerning inferior repositioning. In order to evaluate the accuracy of our method, a comparison has been made of the calculated vertical repositioning and the surgical results in two groups. In group I (12 individuals) conventional estimation of maxillary repositioning in the osteotomy line was made; in group II (12 individuals) measurements were made from a bone mark on the forehead to the incisor edges. A satisfying correlation was found between calculated and achieved results in both groups. In comparison between calculated and immediate postoperative measurements the results showed no statistically significant difference between the two methods.